
Redesigned 4248 closed-circuited impactor 
plant is ideal for all your crushing needs. With 
increased screen capacity and more proficient 
flow of material, this plant is perfect for asphalt 
and concrete recycling. This plant still features 
the heavy-duty 4248LP impact crusher with 
a robust rotor and impactor frame. Equipped 
with a 47x16 feeder, this plant is capable 
of loader or excavator feed. With the rear 
discharge conveyor which is optimal for 
production unmatched in the market. 

4800R
PORTABLE IMPACT CRUSHING PLANT

 4248 IMPACTOR
+ Andreas-type impact 
 crusher design
+ High ratio of reduction
+ Hammers have four crushing   
 positions to maintain a more   
 constant gradation and 
 greater top size control
+ 3 or 4 bar configurations 
 available

 MAGNET
+ Effectively removes rebar 
 and steel debris
+ Cross-belt type
+ Discharges to feed side 
 of portable plant
+ Available as permanent 
 magnet or electromagnet

6x14 SCREEN 
+ 6x14 double deck screen
+ Increased screen capacity
+ Adjusted feed angle for  
 more efficient screening
+ Walkway for ease of  
 maintenance 
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Sold and serviced by:

The information contained in this literature is meant to 
be general in nature and is not intended to be used for 
specific application, construction, or installation purposes. 
Please note that machine capacities, settings, and other 
application considerations can vary from the information 
contained in this literature, depending on the material being 
crushed, moisture, feed sizes, other materials in the feed, 
etc. As a result, no warranty of any kind, either expressed 
or implied, is extended with the information contained in 
this literature. Lippmann Milwaukee, Inc. expressly reserves 
the right to change specifications or designs without prior 
notice or obligation.

UNDER SCREEN CONVEYOR
+ Eliminates need for jump conveyor
+ Reduces spillage
+ Adjustable to accommodate   
 stacking conveyor

ELECTRONIC PANEL
+ Hydraulic removable panel
+ Lowers & disconnects from plant
+ Reduces chance of electrical  
 component damage

48” X 72” PAN FEEDER 
+ Mounted directly below impactor
+ Eliminates belt tears caused by  
 rebar and scrap steel
+ Guides material onto rear discharge  
 conveyor


